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lntroducing HYCEMOS -
the Hydrology Centre Modelling System

How do you keep one step ahead of the temperamental moods
of a river that can change in minules f rom being a community's
docile, meandering companion to a savage, indiscriminate
destroyer of livestock and property?

That's the question exercising the minds of research scientists
at the Christchurch-based Hydrology Centre Their aim is to
produce a reliable means of estimating river flows, partìcularly
flood flows, from rainfall and catchment data Reliability
requires the use of all available information and the base data
consists of:

(a) rainfall from many gauges, and especially rain-gauges
where raìnfall intensity is measured as frequently as every
6 minutes.

(b) spatially varyìng information on catchment
characteristics, e g. surface slopes, soil porosity and
permeabìlity and vegetation type.

The rainfall data is mainly obtained from gauges operated by
the Meteorological Office, Catchment Boards and MWD while
the catchment data comes from the NZ Land Resources
lnventorV (LRl) A computer model is then used to generate



a river flow hydrograph which is compared to the actual one
in the New Zealand Hydrological Archive This is how the model
¡s fitted to a catchment

Various models have evolved over the years f rom configurations
of buckets through which water cascades (the so-called tank
models) and which have little to connect them with measurable
catchment properties, through to sophisticate dmathematical
representations that requìre extensive maìn-frame computing
facilities for their use,

The Hydrology Centre model incorporates relevant input
parameters and can be used on a microcomputer lt is more
of a modelling system than a single purpose model HYCEMOS
allows for separate identiflcation of:

(1) the unsaturated soil zone;
(2) the saturated soil zone;
(3) surface runoff and channel tlow routing

A typical model configuration is shown in Figure 2

The following hydrologocial fluxes are simulated:

(a) ìnfiltration at the ground surface;
(b) surface runoff when the infiltration capacity is exceeded

by the rainfall rate, or the soil at the surface becomes
satu rated;

(c) seepage through the unsaturated soil zone to the water
table and the consequent effect of this on the thickness
of the unsaturated zone;

(d) seepage from river banks into the river channel;
(e) evapotranspiration from the soil;

Fluxes and storage capacities are determined and controlled
within the model by physically based mechanisms that are
described by parameters such as:

(a) the soil moisture capacities corresponding to saturation,
field capacity and wilting point;

(b) the depth of the soil to the first impervious layer;

(c) the slope and lengths of the channel(s) and ground
draining to the river channel

Facilities available through HYCEMOS
The frame of HYCEMOS offers these facilities:

(a) manual fitting of a model;
(b) automatic fitting of a model;
(c) all hydrological data is read from files in the same format

as the NZ Hydrological Archive is written;
(d) outpul is written to text files for printing;
(e) output hydrographs from a model can be plotted;
(f) simulatìons with objective measures of fit;
(g) simulation can be at predetermined ìntervals, e g hourly,

or at the times when data were recorded;
the ability to choose the form of the river channel
network;
the ability to represent a catchment as a series of inclined
planes each draining directly from its low side into a river
channel.

Applications testing
The Hydrology Centre's review of floods ìn Southland afforded
the opportunity to use the model on a catchment for which
channel routing would be an important component The
catchment simulated was the Waihopai at Kennington and two
storms were simulated-a small one in October 197f and the
one in January 1984 which was the largest recorded to date
The results are shown in Figures 3 to 5

Discussion
The result of fitting to the '1 977 flood (Figure 3) is excellent
agreement at the peak, but is less satisfactory at the start of
the rise and at the end of the flood.

The prediction for the large 1984 storm, shown in Figure 4,
again shows satisfactory peak prediction but an
unde¡estimation of the volume of the hydrograph Reasons for
the underestimat¡on include:

(a) initial conditions were assumed to be the same as for
the 1977 flood and may have been erroneous;

(b) incorrect estimation of infiltration into the ground, the
principal controller of hydrograph volume

ln spite of these shortcomings the hydrograph is an acceptable
prediction esoecially considering the increased size of the event
and the different shape of the hydrograph from that of the 1 977
storm, i e , whereas the 1977 storm had two short but intense
bursts of rainfall the .1 984 storm had a single rainfall peak that
was gradually built up to and gradually recessed from.

Comparison of the .l 9f7 and 1984 hydrographs with each
other and w¡th the simulation results reveal some interesting
events:

(2) the simulated hydrograph in Figure 3 crosses the risìng
lìmb of the measured hydrograph at a flow of 35 m3/s
This corresponds approximately to the level of "break
out" i e , when rìver flow starts to bypass the recording
section, and the f low data thus becomes Iess accurate
because ìt underestimates the actual flows

(3) the bulge on the recession limb is not well simulated

The results shown ìn Figures 4 used hourly data and parameter
values found when the model was fitted to the 1977 storm
No adjustments were made to ensure a fit to the 1984 storm
Although the flood volume is underestimated the peak is

accurately predicted both in time and magnìtude

In a second simulation of the 1984 flood aimed at overcoming
some of the shortcomings of the earlier simulations, two steps
were taken:

(1) parameter values based on direct measurement of
catchment characteristics were used rather than ones
found indirectly by fìtting the model to a flow record;

(2) hourly time steps were replaced with variable-length time
intervals. Roughly speaking, the harder the rainfall the
shorter the time interval

Fìgure 5 shows that the second simulatìon clearly improved
upon the start of the hydrograph, but at some cost to the value
of the simulated peak value and volume of flood flow

In the simulation a stream of constant channel width of 7 5 m
was used The consequences of using too wide a channel
would be to flatten the sìmulated hydrograph, whereas too
narrow a channel would make the simulated hydrograph too
"spiky" Also an error in the channel width would cause
consistent over- or under-estimation of all flows However, if
the actual shape of the channel was not rectangular the
consequence would be for the differences between simulated
and measured hydrographs to increasingly diverge as the actual
channel width diverged from the assumed value In Figure 5
the rising limb of the hydrograph closely matches that of the
measured one until the start of the 27th The simulated
hydrograph then rìses more rapidly than the measured one
This ìs consistent with the actual channel increasing in width
as it breaks out of its banks and bypasses the recorder station

Unlike the simulated hydrograph in Figure 4, the one shown
in Figure 5 overestimates the volume of runoff when compared
to the measured volume This would be expected if some of
the actual flow bypassed the recorder station Since the 1 984
flood certainly broke out of the main channel of the Waihopai
stream, considerable uncertainty must exist as to the most
appropriate channel width to use in the simulation Estimates
for the flood peak vary from a minimum of about 1 15 m3/s
through to a maximum of 285 m3/s That of 140 m3/s, shown
in figure 5, is therefore a realisatic compromise
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